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The political West is always “shocked” by how deeply unpopular it is in the Global South and
cannot comprehend why it “dares” to refuse to side with them against Russia and/or China.
This lesson is something the political elites of the United States and its numerous satellite
states need to be reminded of from time to time. On the other hand, the political West never
stopped treating the Global South as a fief that just so happens to be populated by several
billion people, all of whom are seen as “fair game”. Needless to say, this has left disastrous
consequences for the vast majority of those living in the targeted countries.

While some were attacked directly, such as Iraq (twice), Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, Yemen,
former Yugoslavia/Serbia,  etc.  others were being exploited “peacefully”.  Luckily for  the
world,  the power of  the globe’s most imperialist  bloc is  gradually fading away. This is
certainly not to say that it has already collapsed, but the process is well underway. The
political West is also perfectly aware of this, so it now needs to prioritize which areas of the
Global South it can target. Its days of waging war on the millions of unfortunate people of
the Middle East will soon be over, very likely forever.

However, as the US power projection capabilities dwindle, it’s once again turning its sword
toward the immediate neighborhood. And it’s not even trying to be at least somewhat subtle
about  it,  as  the  people  of  Mexico  are  being  threatened  to  find  out  because  many  in
Washington DC believe it is the Mexicans’ “fault” that America is getting flooded with drugs
smuggled in by the cartels.  Ironically  (or  should we say hypocritically)  enough,  it  was
precisely  the  US  intelligence  services  that  essentially  created  these  hideously  violent
organizations and also made sure the connection is kept under the rug.

Last  month,  after  two  US  citizens  were  killed,  presumably  by  members  of  the  CDC
(otherwise known as the Golf Cartel), Washington DC warhawks threatened to bomb Mexico,
a country whose law enforcement works closely with the US to fight the cartels. Earlier, in
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January, Republicans Mike Waltz and Dan Crenshaw called for an Authorization for Use of
Military Force against Mexican cartels for drug trafficking “that has caused destabilization in
the Western Hemisphere.” Infamous Lindsey Graham, along with 16 Republican cosponsors,
supported the bill and criticized the Biden administration for the deteriorating situation at
the southern border, claiming that “up to 100,000 people have died from fentanyl poisoning
coming from Mexico and China, and this administration has done nothing about it.”

While  it  could  be  argued  that  fighting  cartels  is  certainly  not  a  bad  cause,  we  should  not
forget that somewhat similar “altruistic” motives were cited as the reason for virtually any
war the US started. Blaming Mexico and China for the drug abuse “pandemic” in America
will certainly not resolve this issue or any of the resulting violence across the country. If the
establishment in Washington DC had the interests of regular Americans in mind, they would
introduce bills allocating at least 10% of their massive $858 billion military budget to the
improvement of healthcare, for instance.

Unfortunately, as Abraham Maslow famously wrote in 1966, “If the only tool you have is a
hammer, it is tempting to treat everything as if it were a nail.” The case of Mexico is quite
telling that no country (unless heavily armed) can hope to feel safe, no matter how closely it
worked with the US authorities. For decades, Mexico has been ravaged by drug cartels
deeply connected to the infamous CIA and other US intelligence agencies. And despite even
allowing American law enforcement to operate in the country, thus undermining its own
sovereignty, it’s still faced with the prospect of being attacked.

And Mexico is far from being the only target, as Washington DC is increasingly turning to
Nicaragua, a small country in Central America that has already been virtually destroyed by
Washington DC during the (First) Cold War when it funded the infamous Contras. Just like
then, this time the US is once again “worried about human rights” in Nicaragua. As if that
wasn’t  laughable  enough,  Washington  DC  also  officially  designated  the  small  country  “a
strategic threat”. Apparently, the “sole superpower” is endangered by a country roughly the
size of New York State, but with the population of Maryland. And the US is also using so-
called “international institutions” to target Nicaragua.

The Organization of American States (OAS) and the UN, both largely financed by Washington
DC, are being used for this purpose, according to former UN rapporteur for human rights
Richard Falk. If  one is to believe the “human rights reports” about Nicaragua are true,
President Daniel Ortega supposedly ordered 40 people to be “executed”, while conveniently
leaving  out  the  part  about  violent  opposition  attacks  using  firearms.  The  reports  also
claimed that Ortega ordered hospitals not to treat wounded demonstrators, although the
then-health minister had made clear that anyone injured would receive treatment.  US-
backed “experts” also compared Nicaragua to Nazi Germany.

The  glaring  hypocrisy  in  this  regard  indicates  that  there  is  no  “international  law”  for
Washington DC. If a country is part of the “rules-based world order“, it can openly embrace
Nazism, and it will still be considered “a beacon of freedom and democracy”, while the “Nazi
analogies” are reserved for everyone else. Nicaragua should certainly be worried, as should
the rest of Latin America. With the US’s ability to project power globally going down faster
than most people could’ve imagined just ten years ago, the belligerent thalassocracy might
try to revive the infamous Monroe Doctrine, leaving well over 600 million people in Latin
America exposed to “freedom and democracy”.
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